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Project title:

Display ad creation

Project description:

I was briefed by Croud to design a set of 

display ads in new sizes with new titles. 

In total there were 18 created, in three 

sizes and with different titles for each of 

the six regions. 

Retouching

Photoshop

Visual design

United Kingdom 1200x1500px

Germany 1200x628px

Italian 1200x628px
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Project title:

AMC UI Splashpage template

Project description:

I created a design template that can be 

used by each of AMCs six streaming sites. 

The purpose of this was to demonstrate 

how one universal template would look 

unique when populated with brand assets 

and different content. Featured were 

added to encourage conversion when 

unregistered users visit the page.

UX

Conversion

Adobe XD

UI design

Splash page

CTA added above the fold 

as well as header bar

Leveraging recognisable 

names

Encourage users to stay 

within ecosystem

Clear pricing information

Press and user 

generated reviews 

Emotive moments to 

grab attention

Below the line
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UX

Conversion

Adobe XD

UI design

Sundance Now Shudder Acorn TV allblk AMC+
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User research

Mindsets

User journey mapping

Adobe XD

Prototype link: https://xd.adobe.com/view/c2d164de-df1a-49e1-a76f-cd288828556e-9782/?fullscreen

Project title:

Artangel monetisation techniques

Project description:

This prototype is the result of a 

programme of user research to 

establish the best way to engage 

new audiences and establish a 

new route to donate outside of the 

existing patronage scheme. I created 

a streamlined donation process that 

rewards giving and used scarcity 

techniques to encourage engagement.

Watch me present this project at  

IxDA London Student Night:  

https://vimeo.com/583296936  

(from 54:52).
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Project title:

Archival Imaginarium

Project description:

This project was to create a website 

that responded to the research process  

undertaken as part of Thinking Through 

Things. I had to establish a functional 

online architecture and designed and 

built the website using webflow. Taking 

their supplied images, I animated these  

partially in Webflow, but also building 

Lottie animations in After Effects.

Webflow

Information Architecture

Lottie animations

After Effects

View onlline at archivalimaginarium.org
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Project title:

Prospective webshop redesign

Project description:

A proposed [unofficial] re-design of 

the user interface for a charity retail 

online store. I wanted to explore what 

lessons the third sector could take from 

e-commerce giants by:

- Simplifying the information 

architecture

- Using recognised categories

- Heroing bestsellers to guide users to 

favoured purchases.

Prototyping

Information Architecture

UI Design
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We were looking at ways Internet of 

Things data could be used to provide 

reassurance for the loved ones of people 

in the early stages of dementia, when they 

can’t be with them in person. From our 

user research we realised that our primary 

users (the loved ones) wanted to know as 

much information as possible.

The challenge was to give them just 

enough information about activity in the 

home that they felt reassured, without 

infringing on the privacy of the person with 

dementia and could be personalised to 

that family’s situation.

To tackle this, I designed this way of setting 

an alert, when a routine device is activated 

to let our users know things are happening 

as normal.

User research

Prototyping

User testing

UI Design

  SmartCare
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Project title:

NFL London awareness campaign

Project description:

Publicise that ISEH is the medical team for 

the NFL in London.

Scope of my input:

To coincide with the NFL London Games, 

I designed digital out of home creatives to 

be displayed on Wembley Boxpark and 

high footfall areas around the stadium. 

Combining animated elements and slo-

mo footage, they were designed to work 

on the flagship corner screen so that both 

sides were in motion. The animated asset 

was adapted to print and digital formats.

Branding

Storyboarding

Conceptual development

Video editing (After Effects)

Animation (After Effects)

Out-of-home
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was adapted to print and digital formats.

Click to view online

Branding

Storyboarding

Conceptual development

Video editing (After Effects)

Animation (After Effects)

Out-of-home

https://video.wixstatic.com/video/551f95_80e01ee936934050b2ef508910892c3e/720p/mp4/file.mp4
https://video.wixstatic.com/video/551f95_80e01ee936934050b2ef508910892c3e/720p/mp4/file.mp4
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Project title:

Love your home for less (2020)

Project description:

In-store and online campaign to 

promote the affordable homeware 

items on sale in Barnardo’s stores.  

Scope of my input:

Adapt and update the previous year’s 

homeware campaign with a new 

identity and new photography.  

The shelf strips had to be printed 

before I received the photos so  

I had to recolour the backdrop in  

the photos to keep the match as  

close as possible.  

Branding

Image editing

Artwork for print

Point of Sale

Assets for social media

Shelf strip (Welsh)

A4 Strut cards



Project title:

Coronavirus safety messaging

Project description:

Wayfinding to support the phased 

reopening of hospitals being as safe as 

possible.

Scope of my input:

Turning around on brand, clear graphics that 

support the vital messaging. 

Infographics

Icons 

Wayfinding and signage

adrianeverett.co.uk
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hcahealthcare.co.uk/coronavirus

GUIDANCE ON WEARING MASKS 

All patients who visit our hospitals 
and outpatient clinics must wear 
a surgical mask at all times. 

v01 04/20

This is to ensure the safety of  
our patients and colleagues. 

We want to minimise the 
exposure to coronavirus 
(COVID-19) across HCA UK.

To find out more about wearing 
masks in our facilities, scan this 
QR code on your smartphone qrco.de/bbVQco
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Click to view online

Project title:

Corporate Health screening

Project description:

Create a series of social assets to promote 

health screening to corporate clients. 

Scope of my input:

Taking provided copy, I had to source 

relevant video assets and put together 

storyboards. Once approved I edited the 

assets into our brand style and animated  

the text over them.

Storyboarding

Branding

Conceptual development

Video editing (After Effects)

Animation (After Effects)

Assets for social

https://video.wixstatic.com/video/551f95_edc1086a6afc4417b29a115351f61382/720p/mp4/file.mp4
https://video.wixstatic.com/video/551f95_edc1086a6afc4417b29a115351f61382/720p/mp4/file.mp4
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Project title:

The Homeware Edit (2019)

Project description:

To produce a brochure showcasing 

photography of a ‘pre-loved’ homeware 

collection taking style influence from 

high end retailers.

Scope of my input:

I presented initial concepts to the client 

and delivered final brochure. Artwork 

adaptation for in-store promotion and 

social assets.  This project also included  

providing bilingual alternates for  the 

Barnardo’s store in Wales.

Alternate layout presented to client

Conceptual development

Vector drawings

Artwork for print

Point of Sale

Assets for social media



Project title:

Pride Inside

Project description:

A national campaign of over 100 LGBTQ+ 

people as they celebrate Pride from the 

safety of their own homes and displayed on 

over 1,000 of Clear Channel UK’s billboards, 

bus stops and prestigious storm sites across 

the country.

Scope of my input:

Creating the lock up of the campaign to 

provide direction to the photographers and 

artworking and retouching all the photos 

that were received. Overall this was 20 bus 

stops, 20 billboards and an additional 10 

artworks designed for storm sites.

Art direction

Retouching

Digital out of home

Social media assets
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